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Abstract— This paper presents a negotiation-based obstacle 

avoidance scheme for teams involved in cooperative load 

transportation. A decentralised behaviour-based cooperative 

control coordinates the team’s motion. The negotiation protocol 

is implemented as one of the behaviours within the control 

scheme, and utilises explicit and local communication. We 

tested the cooperative control in simulation and show that the 

cooperative control is successful as well as scalable and robust. 

We also demonstrate the strength of the fuzzy logic based 

motion controllers in mitigating the effects of approximate 

team heading. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cooperative payload transportation by a team of robots 
has been widely studied [1–5]. Safe navigation is crucial in 
cooperative transportation, making obstacle avoidance an 
important theme in cooperative transportation. Obstacle 
avoidance strategy depends on environment awareness and 
the cooperative control architecture.  

If global knowledge of the environment is present, a 
deliberative control can incorporate path planning method 
such as, potential field [6] and probabilistic roadmap [7], to 
avoid obstacles. Path planning is not applicable to this paper 
as we do not assume prior knowledge of the environment.  
We consequently consider obstacle avoidance methods that 
suit dynamic or unseen environments. A number of obstacle 
avoidance algorithms have been presented for dynamic or 
unseen environments, such as Bug (1 and 2) [8] and Vector 
Field Histogram (VFH) [9]. A detailed review of obstacle 
avoidance techniques can be found in [10]. Although these 
methods enable individual robots or agents to avoid 
obstacles, it does not consider robots in the team having 
conflicting headings. In Figure 1, we consider a two-robot 
team that is required to carry an object to the goal area. Only 
Robot 2 can perceive the obstacle in the environment and is 
trying to avoid collision while Robot 1 is simply moving 
towards the assigned goal area. The two robots choose 
conflicting headings because of varying environment 
perceptions. Therefore, it is necessary to implement a 
protocol that allows the robots in a team to determine a 
common team heading. The cooperative control architecture 
also influences the obstacle avoidance strategy. The 
architecture can be a centralised single-leader [11] or a multi-
leader  [1][3]. Although successful, these approaches inherit 
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the complexity of managing multiple leaders and it is 
difficult to envision scalability when there is high level of 
dependency on the leader. In the alternative decentralised 
architecture, all robots are autonomous, making decisions 
based on its own observations and the observations of its 
neighbours. A robot’s neighbours are determined either by 
the reach of the communication system used by the robots or 
the perception ability of the robot's vision system.  

 
Figure 1 

In this paper, we present a negotiation protocol within a 
decentralised behaviour-based cooperative control 
architecture to enable robots to negotiate the team heading 
via explicit and local communication during a cooperative 
transportation task in an environment containing static 
obstacles. Other similar works include [4][12][13] . However, 
in [12] no obstacles were present in the environment and in 
[13] the team did not transport any object and are not  
required to reach a particular goal area. We follow Ferrante 
et. al. [4] very closely utilising a modified version of the 
proposed cooperative transport and social mediation 
behaviours in our paper. There are differences between this 
paper and [4]. Firstly, we remove the concept of dual states 
(social and stubborn), which hinder constructive negotiation 
when more than one robot enters the stubborn state, and 
instead use the robot-to-obstacle distance information during 
the social mediation or negotiation. This enables all robots to 
influence the team heading appropriately but favours robots 
that are closer to obstacles. Secondly, we explore an iterative 
version of the social mediation behaviour to enable a 
common but approximate team heading to be agreed upon by 
a robot team that uses local interactions. Finally, we use a 
fuzzy logic based motion controller to decide the steering 
angle and wheel-motor forces of the three-wheeled mobile 
robots that we are using in this research work.    

II. COOPERATIVE CONTROL ARCHITECTURE 

Cooperative control [14][15] deals with achieving 
collective group behaviour, such as Cooperative Transport 
Behaviour. Behaviour-based cooperative control has been 
well investigated and successfully applied to cooperative 
transportation [16][17][18]. We decompose the control of 
each robot into two components: Cooperative Transport 
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Behaviour and Motion Controller (Figure 2). The 
Cooperative Transport Behaviour is independent of the 
hardware of the robotic platform and can be used with any 
robotic platform. However, the Motion Controller needs to be 
designed for the specific robotic platform involved in the 
transportation task. The Cooperative Transport Behaviour 
determines the robot's heading and passes it to the Motion 
Controller, which controls the hardware, such as steering 
angle and engine force, to move the robot in the agreed 
heading.        

Cooperative 

Transport 

Behaviour

Motion 

Controller

θsocial

state
 

Figure 2 

To complete the transportation task without collisions, the 
robots need the ability to know the goal location, avoid 
obstacles, and negotiate the team heading. Therefore, 
Cooperative Transport Behaviour combines the "Go-to-goal", 
"Avoid Obstacle", and "Social Mediation" behaviours using 
the Subsumption Architecture [16] (Figure 3). The sensory 
inputs are the readings from the sensors, such as range 
sensor, and the communication inputs are the state 
information of the neighbouring robots. The motion outputs 
are passed to the Motion Controller.  

 

Figure 3 

The "Go-to-goal" determines the location of the goal area 
and guides the robot towards it while the "Avoid Obstacle" 
determines the direction of and distance to the nearest 
obstacle, and whether the robot is too close to an obstacle. If 
multiple obstacles are present, the closest obstacle is chosen 
for avoidance. This behaviour can implement any known 
obstacle avoidance algorithm such as Vector Field 
Histogram. Together, the "Go-to-goal" and "Avoid Obstacle" 
behaviours safely navigate the robot to the goal location. As 
the focus of the paper is on "Social Mediation" behaviour, we 
will not delve into the "Go-to-goal" and "Avoid Obstacle" 
behaviours. 

A. Social Mediation Behaviour 

The "Social Mediation" behaviour allows the robots to 
negotiate the team heading. Negotiation is necessary because 
we utilise a decentralised leaderless architecture and the 
robots in the team may choose conflicting headings (Figure 
1). In addition, we assume local communication capability, 

that is, it may not be possible for a robot to communicate 
with all robots in the team. It should be possible for robots to 
reach consensus on the team heading even if the individual 
robots choose conflicting headings due to varying 
environment perception. We provide the algorithm of our 
"Social Mediation" behaviour in Figure 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

First, the robot checks whether it can continue moving 
forward (steps 1-5). The Avoid Obstacle behaviour sets the 
state to Sbacktrack if the distance between the robot and the 
nearest obstacle is less than a safety threshold, which can be 
determined by the designer. If the state is set to backtrack, 
the social mediation behaviour will set its internal state to 
backtrack to inform its neighbours that it cannot continue 
moving in the agreed direction. Next, the robot acquires each 
neighbour's state information, that is, social mediation angle 
( neighbour [       ]), distance to nearest obstacle 

( neighbour [   ]), and the state of social mediation behaviour 

( e  t teneighbour {b   tr      or  r }) (steps 8-10). The 

weight (w) is computed using equation (1) where dobs is 
distance to the obstacle and dmax is the range of obstacle 
detection sensors. 

     
    

    
   (1) 

 The robot adds its own state information to the set of 
state information of neighbours (step 11) and then computes 
a degree of influence (  [    ]) (step 12), which measures 
the neighbour’s in luen e in the  omput tion o  the social 
mediation or heading angle (θso i l [       ]) of a particular 
robot. We employ a rule-based technique (Figure 5) for 
computing the degree of influence. However, other 
techniques, such as fuzzy logic, could also be employed. The 
weight values  neighbour  n   sel  measure robot's proximity 

to an obstacle. The variables   [    ] and   [    ] are 
thresholds that determine when to use the neighbour's social 
mediation angle and the amount of influence the neighbour 
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will have in the computation of the average social mediation 
angle, respectively. 

 

Figure 5 

In step 13 (Figure 4), the average social mediation angle 
is computed.  Between steps 16-23 (Figure 4), the robot 
checks whether any other robot in the team is backtracking, 
and if so, the robot changes its state to backtrack in order to 
backtrack as well. The state is passed to the Motion 
Controller for it to perform backtracking. If one team 
member backtracks, all members will also backtrack, 
demonstrating a uniform backtracking or obstacle avoidance 
behaviour.  

B. Cooperative Transport Behaviour 

The "Cooperative Transport" behaviour (Figure 6) is 
achieved by combining the "Go-to-goal", "Avoid Obstacle", 
and "Social Mediation" behaviours. In step 1, the "Go-to-
goal" behaviour perceives the direction of the goal/target 
while in step 2, the direction and distance to nearest obstacle 
is acquired via the "Avoid Obstacle" behaviour. Between 
steps 3-7, we ensure that the robot is continually facing and 
moving towards the goal location when the team is not 
involved in obstacle avoidance. Misalignment occurs when 
the team is not facing the goal location. However, obstacle 
avoidance takes precedence over misalignment correction. If 
an obstacle and the goal location is perceived (steps 8-11), 
we utilise an attraction/repulsion mechanism, similar to 
artificial potential field method [6] to compute the obstacle 
avoidance angle ( obs   oi  [       ]) (equation (2)). The 

  lue o  π is    e  to the  ngle  t  hi h the obst  le ( obs) is 
present to implement repulsion from the obstacle. 

θ     v i           
 θ      ( - 

    
    θ       

(2) 

During obstacle avoidance, if the goal location is not 
known (step 13), the robot moves in the direction opposite to 
the obstacle angle ( obs). A weighted update of the social 
mediation angle is computed in step 15. The weight 
(  [    ]) allows the robot to achieve a smooth transition 
from current to the new heading as well as mitigate the 
effects of approximate social mediation angle ( so i l) [19]. If 
only the target is perceived, the robot moves towards it (step 

17). Finally, the robot negotiates the team heading ( so i l) via 
the "Social Mediation" behaviour (step 19).  

 

Figure 6 

 

III. TEST ENVIRONMENT 

Our behaviour-based cooperative control has been tested 
in simulation using a custom-built robotic simulator. The 
simulator is a multi-threaded J   ™ application in which 
each robot is a Java™ thread, allowing us to implement 
asynchronous inter-robot or inter-thread communication.  We 
use JBullet [20] to accurately simulate rigid body dynamics.  

A. Simulated Robot 

We use two-driving wheel mobile robots utilising a caster 
wheel for stability for the transportation task (Figure 7).  

  

 
A three-robot team 

Figure 7 

Each robot has a range sensor to detect obstacles, a light-
sensor to detect the light-source behind the goal area, a 
simplex communication system to communicate with 
maximum of two neighbouring robots, and actuators to 
control the steering angle of the two front wheels and 
velocity of the robot.  

B. Fuzzy Logic Based Motion Controller 

The Motion Controller determines the steering angle of 
the wheels and engine force. Ideally, we would like all robots 
in the team to negotiate and agree on a precise and single 
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value of the team heading. However, the robots achieve 
approximate consensus [19][21]. If the Motion Controller 
operates at a lower frequency than the communication 
frequency used by the social mediation behaviour, all robots 
will converge to the same team heading, but will result in a 
slow moving system. When we balance the Motion 
Controller's operational frequency and the social mediation 
latency, the robots operate with an approximate team 
heading. Therefore, we use fuzzy logic [22] to mitigate the 
uncertain team heading or convergence error. The Motion 
Controller receives robot's heading, executes a fuzzy logic 
controller (FLC) to determine the forces to apply to each 
actuator, and applies the forces to the required actuators 
(Figure 8). The rules for the FLC and the membership 
functions for the linguist variables are shown in Figure 9 and 
Figure 10 respectively.  

 
Figure 8 
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Figure 9 

 
Figure 10 

The acronyms used for the linguist variables are: M = 

Medium, S = Slow, F = Fast, LL = Large Left, SL = Small 

Left, ST = Straight, SR = Small Right and LR = Large 

Right. The FLC requires the robots to know their placement 

( lo ) in the team, that is, whether the robot is leading or 

trailing. The trailing robots move in the opposite direction 

than the leading robots for quicker misalignment correction.   

C. Arenas and Obstacle Configuration 

We measured the success rate, scalability, and robustness 

of our cooperative control. We used twenty-five obstacle 

courses generated out of five different arenas to measure the 

success rate. Each arena contained randomly placed 

obstacles. A three-robot team was required to transport an 

object from start to five different goal locations within each 

arena. A sample arena is shown in Figure 11(a). The black-

filled circles are the obstacles. Scalability and Robustness 

were measured using the arena shown in Figure 11 (b).   

  

  
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 11 

 

IV. TEST RESULTS 

A. Success Rate 

For each of the twenty-five obstacle courses, we executed 

the experiment three times to ensure repeatability of the 

results. In Figure 12, we show one of the five arenas together 

with the trajectory of the team to each of the five goal 

locations. Solid rectangles show the orientation of the team 

at the beginning and end while the intermediate positions 

and orientations are shown using gray rectangles at intervals 

of 300 control steps (approximately 5 seconds). Solid line 

shows the centre of carried object throughout the 

transportation task. 

The transportation task was completed without collisions 

in 88% of the runs. The collisions resulted out of the push-

and-pull forces that robots exert on each other due to the 

slightly differing (approximate) team heading, and the 

mechanical limitations, such as the steering wheel angle, that 

hindered the robot from making quick sharp turns or 

converging from its current to the new heading. We also 

note a 96% success rate with minor collisions. In a minor 

collision, the obstacle is not displaced and only the wheel of 

the robot touches the obstacle with a maximum volume 

deformation of 5%.  

B. Scalability 

In scalability testing, we are interested in how well the 

control algorithm performs with varying team sizes. We 

required teams of sizes 3, 6, 9, 12, and 15 to complete the 

transportation task in the arena shown in Figure 11 (b).  

We plot the task completion times for the different teams 

in Figure 13. We also computed the heading error, which is 

a holistic measure of all errors of the system, that is, it is 
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Actuators 
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inclusive of errors from the high-level "Cooperative 

Transport" behaviour to the low-level Motion Controller. 

  

  

  
Figure 12 

  We plot the heading errors in Figure 14. The results 

confirm that our cooperative control algorithm is reasonably 

scalable, that is, overwhelming majority of the completion 

times and heading errors are within one standard deviation 

of the respective means. The slight increases in completion 

times and heading errors for larger teams are expected. As 

we increase the team size, the effects of the push-and-pull 

forces will naturally increase, causing slightly higher 

heading errors and completion times for larger teams. All 

runs were accomplished without any collision. 

C. Robustness 

Robustness of the cooperative control measures its ability 

to handle robot failures, that is, the control's fault tolerance. 

The experiment started with a team of six robots transporting 

an object in the arena shown in Figure 11 (b). Using the 6-

robot team, we induced hardware failures and then re-ran the 

experiment. In this manner, we failed up to three robots. The 

team could not complete the transportation task if more than 

three robots failed. A failed robot could not communicate 

with neighbours and control its steering angle and velocity. 

In Figure 15, we plot the completion times and in Figure 16, 

we plot the number of collisions experienced by the team as 

the number of robots failed. The increase in completion time 

is expected. Due to the frictional forces resulting from the 

failed robots being dragged during the transportation task, 

the completion time for teams comprising of failed robots is 

higher. Although we note minor collisions, the teams 

managed to reach the goal location in all runs resulting in a 

success rate of 100%.    
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Figure 16 

D. Fuzzy Logic Mitigates Convergence Error  

We noted that the convergence error was higher during 

obstacle avoidance. In Figure 17, we plot the standard 

deviation of the negotiated heading angle (convergence error) 

when a three-robot team was avoiding an obstacle, and in 

Figure 18, we plot the degree of cooperation for the same 

period (1 on y-axis indicates cooperation). The degree of 

cooperation considers whether each robot in the team is 

moving in the required direction. We note that 93% of the 

time, each robot in the team was moving in the required 

direction despite the high convergence error. The result 

demonstrates the ability of the fuzzy logic based motion 

controller to mitigate the uncertain heading angles.  

V. CONCLUSION 

Negotiation via explicit communication proves to be an 

effective technique for not only obstacle avoidance but also 

for overall coordination of a team of robots. The behaviour-

based control strategy relying on negotiation of the team 

heading is scalable and robust. However, it is natural that in 
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negotiation, the robots will be achieving approximate 

consensus. Therefore, the lower-level robot controllers need 

to mitigate the convergence error. Fuzzy logic has 

successfully handled the convergence error in this research 

project resulting in a very high degree of cooperation 

between robots. We plan to test the system in hardware in the 

next phase of our research. 

  

 
Figure 17 

 
Figure 18 
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